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Law concerning Abolition Of Hardness In Household invite no 23 year 2004, is important 

bollard in household definition in Indonesia society. In the law arranged the prohibition order 

hardness to woman covering: hardness of physical, psychical hardness, hardness of sexual, or 

neglected of household. Besides is also arranged various form of[is solving of various problem 

which emerge as hardness effect in household. Therefore, problems in household related to 

hardness and conflict to household member which during the time always to close because 

viewed as by region of private turn into public region. 

Such as happened in Probolinggo, almost 40% child have experienced of to act hardness in 

household, to 30% him is economic them of middle him downwards. But reported case in police 

note as doing an injustice less than 10%. This matter there is many factor which is backgrounds 

why hardness in natural household specially by child have never isn't it. There is many kinds of 

hardness forms in natural household by child, and this become researcher background do this 

research. 

Pursuant to from above phenomenon, hence researcher of inspiration to do research with title " 

Study About Form Act Hardness To Child In Household In Countryside of Kalirejo, District Of 

Dringu, Sub-Province of Probolinggo". Intention of this research is 1. To identify form act 

hardness to anak.2.Untuk know factor which is background of[is existence of form act abuse to 

child in house of tangga.3. To know natural hardness impact by child. 

This research with included in type research of descriptive with approach qualitative. Location 

research of Countryside of Kalirejo District Of Dringgu, Sub-Province of Probolinggo, because 

of in the area there are hardness action to child in household. 

From research result can be obtained by informant presentation data, known by that any him 

have got hardness of physical of his parent, is among others kicked, to be rammed to be to be 

beated, to be pinched etc. While acting psychical hardness like abused, in squawking, to be 

menaced etc. But hardness of emotional, economic, and social only BC and of BB the his 

naturalness. 

As for this research recommendation is For hardness victim (child) better dare to rebel from 

behaviour of natural hardness by way of deliberation or discussion if finishing a[n problem, 

because as child have the right to get affection and protection of our parent. For parent shall 

more attention and treat the child of as within reason Parent shall can behave democratic to his 

child. To prevent the existence of acting hardness to further child, can be done to pass AJI 

forums, which parent as the focus of him. Require to presumably Society organization structure, 

self-supporting institute of society ( LSM) the special ness of to advocacy cases act hardness to 

anan in household and or KDRT. As bridge for trouble-shooting. Because in Sub-Province of 

Probolinggo there is no institute which is active in protection of child. And also socialize 

children right and protection of child, and also strive stages; steps of concrete if there is 

occurrence which concerning a period of/to child. UU RI number 23 year 2002 concerning 



Protection of Child have in ratifying and specified. Becoming obligation of government to 

socialize more real to invitation, so that society more that hardness to child get crime sanction. 

 


